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Abstract: Digital sub threshold logic circuits can be operated for applications in the ultra-low power end of the design spectrum, 

where presentation is of minor importance. A Sub threshold digital circuit manages to satisfy the ultra-low power condition 

because it uses the leakage current as its effective switching current. This minute leakage current, however, limits the maximum 

presentation at which the sub threshold circuit can be operated. Sub-threshold CMOS theory is a technique which can moderate 

the power consumption to lower than threshold voltage specified and adiabatic logic circuit is a technique to reduce energy intake 

by suppressing the voltage applied to the resistance of the circuit. This paper gives brief survey to propose that sub threshold 

adiabatic logic the design of implementation of carry select look ahead adder CSLA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

     Power consumption is rapidly becoming a limiting factor 

in integrated circuit technology as device sizes shrink. 

Applications such as wireless sensors, RFID tags, and similar 

devices have only a very small amount of power available to 

them, and must be designed to use a minimum of energy. 

Computer processors have massive amounts of power 

available, but can fail or become permanently damaged if the 

energy they dissipate causes severe heating. In an attempt to 

address these concerns, we have tested the effectiveness of 

two low-power techniques, sub-threshold biasing and 

adiabatic charging in the design the continuous growth of 

recent mobile and portable devices and applications has 

affected a tremendous thrust for low power circuit design. 

Various methods and methods, such as voltage scaling, clock 

gating, etc. have been applied successfully in the medium 

power, medium presentation region of the design spectrum 

for lower power consumption. Nevertheless, in some 

applications where ultra-low power consumption is the major 

requirement and performance is of secondary importance, a 

more aggressive approach is necessary. Operating the 

transistors of a digital logic in the sub threshold region has 

recently been proposed to achieve ultra-low power 

consumption. A Sub threshold digital circuit manages to 

satisfy the ultra-low power requirement because it uses the 

outflow current as its effective switching current. This minute 

leakage current, however, limits the supreme performance at 

which the sub threshold circuit can be operated. The Sub 

threshold circuit is thus suitable for definite applications 

which do not oblige very high act. 

 

II. CONVENTIONAL CMOS CIRCUITS VERSES 

ADIABATIC LOGIC CIRCUITS 

  In conventional CMOS circuits, load capacitor (C) is charge 

from a dc power supply and discharging it to ground, 

whereas, in adiabatic circuits, the load capacitor is charge 

through the varying power supply and it discharge to the 

varying power supply instead of discharging it to ground. 

Power dissipation in logic circuits primarily occurs during 

switching. The inverter can be considered to consist of a pull-

up (PMOS) and pull-down (NMOS) networks connected to 

the load capacitance (C). Both pull-up and pull-down 

networks can be modeled by an ideal switch in series with 

resistor (R) which is equal to corresponding channel 

resistance of the transistor. For understanding the charging 

and discharging process, inverter can be modeled as simple 

RC circuit.  

 

A. Conventional Charging  
   Consider a simple RC circuit as shown in figure 1. Assume 

that initially the charge on the capacitor is 0 and it starts 

charging at time t =0 from constant power supply voltage V. 

At any instant of time the voltage on the capacitor is v(t). A 

small amount of charge dq to the capacitor requires an 

amount of work dW = v(t)dq. The total work done in 

charging the capacitor from 0 to Q coulombs is 

 

                           W =  V t dq
Q

0
    (1) 

At any instant, the voltage across the capacitor v (t) = 
𝑞(𝑡)

𝐶
so 

equation (1) becomes  

    W =  
q(t)

C
dq =

1

2
CV2

Q

0
   (2) 

The energy drawn from the power supply  

 

                         E = QV = CV
2
   (3) 

 

So energy dissipated by resistor is during charging  

 

Ediss = E – W = 
1

2
 CV

2
      (4) 
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Fig 1.Simple RC circuit. 

 

     This shows that one half of the energy is dissipated as heat 

during charging through pull-up networks (PMOS) and half 

of energy is stored in load capacitor. Hence in conventional 

CMOS, during a complete charge-discharge cycle, the energy 

CV
2
 is withdrawn from power supply and is dissipated as 

heat. Half of this energy dissipated during charging and half 

of energy dissipated during discharging.  

 

B. Adiabatic Charging  
    In adiabatic charging, capacitor is charge by the time 

varying power supply. For convenient we take ramp type 

voltage source V (t) = V/T, where V is the peak voltage of 

power supply and T is the time period. At any instant of time 

the current 

i t =
VC

T
 1 − e−𝑡/𝑅𝐶  

Energy dissipated across the resistor during charging  

 

E𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 =  i2 t Rdt ≈  
RC

T
 CV2

𝑇

0
,  T ≫ RC   (5) 

 

    Compare equation (4) & (5), it has been seen that if time 

period of charging/discharging T is much greater then RC, 

then energy dissipation in adiabatic is less than conventional 

CMOS. That is, energy dissipation can be made arbitrarily 

small by increasing the charging time T. 

 

III. RELATED WORKS 

1. Robust Sub threshold Logic for Ultra-Low Power 

Operation: In this we deliberated two novel Sub 

threshold logic families. A new control circuit for the 

stabilization of sub threshold circuit is also discussed in 

detail. Both VT-sub-CMOS andsub-DTMOS logic 

families show superior robustness and patienceto 

temperature and process variations than that of ordered 

Sub threshold CMOS logic. VTsub-CMOS logic can be 

willinglyimplemented in twin-well progression 

technology, but it requiresadditional circuitry for 

stabilization. In contrast, sub-DTMOSlogic does not 

require any additional stabilization circuitry butcan only 

be implemented in triple-well process technology.The 

additional rise in area and process difficulties forsub-

DTMOS logic is compensated by its higher operating 

frequency while sustaining comparable energy/switching 

as regular Sub threshold CMOS logic. DTMOS has been 

successfullyimplemented in both SOI and bulk Silicon 

.VT-sub-CMOS logic, however, has better control on 

substrate bias.  

2. Analysis and Design of an Efficient Irreversible Energy 

Recovery Logic in 0.18-nm CMOS:Adiabatic techniques 

have been effective means to power minimization in 

deep submicron VLSI systems. In this paper, we 

discussed a newly developed ERL family termed 

CEPAL for low-power design. The proposed logic style 

outperforms those currently demonstrated in irreversible 

energy recoveryliterature in terms of several aspects. In 

addition to the summary of prior works, we analyzed 

CEPAL in detail, and elaborated relative strength and 

weaknesses of it vis-a-visone of the known Sub threshold 

logic styles. Specifically, we presented the adeptness of 

the DFFs made up of QSERL and the projected logic 

style. Since the impact of leakage on CEPAL is of 

trifling importance, low- devices can be introduced so as 

to minimize the non-adiabatic loss, enabling higher 

circuit functioning. Such low- devices have been 

existingin theprocesses 0.25 m and beyond.  

3. Clocked CMOS Adiabatic Logic with Integrated Single-

Phase Power-Clock Supply:The suggested clocked 

adiabatic logic (CAL) drives from a singlephase power-

clock supply. The test chip, a chain of inverters, is 

implemented in a 1.2 _m CMOS technology. Operation 

of the logic and its energy consumption are measured for 

adiabatic operation using an outer power-clock generator 

or using a simple on-chip power-clock generator. These 

results are compared to the energy intake measured in 

non-adiabatic operation when thechip is powered from a 

dc voltage source. Tentativeresults show tenfold energy 

savings in the clock range from 1 MHz to 5 MHz 

andsignificant savings at clock rates up to 40 MHz, with 

power-clock generation included. The CAL ability to 

operate from either ac powerclock supply or from a 

conservative dc supply opens further potentials for 

energy-efficient operation in a very wide range of 

throughput rates by linking adiabatic and non adiabatic 

modes of operation.  

4. A 0.25 V 460 nW Asynchronous Neural Signal 

Processor with Inherent Leakage Suppression:As the 

supply voltage is scaled near or below the device 

threshold, dramatic increases in leakage and variability 

severely limit digital processor performances. In this 

paper, we present robust and energy-efficient 

computation architecture by employing an asynchronous 

self-timed design methodology. The proposed strategy 

allows for an adaptive adjustment to latency variations, 

and supports for an inherent leakage minimization under 

process variations and changing operating conditions, all 

of which are major issues in scaling regimes that favor 

major reduction in supply voltages. Circuit techniques 

specifically for leakage minimization are aggressively 

employed at both the logic and system levels. The 

prototype asynchronous neural signal processor 

demonstrates robust operation down to 0.25 V while 

consuming only 460 nw. Compared to the traditional 

synchronous approach, the asynchronous design 

reduction in power. Moreover, the self-timed operation 

alleviates the impact of variations on processor 

performance. Therefore, the asynchronous design 
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exhibits a better statistical characteristic of power 

performance than the synchronous counterpart. These 

results demonstrate that in addition to soliciting better 

transistors and fabrication technology, leakage and 

variability issues can be tackled at the circuit and system 

levels with novel timing schemes and circuit 

innovations.  

5. Dynamic Threshold MOS transistor for Low Voltage 

Analog Circuits: Based on measured data available, we 

have established a new small-signal equivalent circuit 

model that has an additional current source gmbVbd to 

express body effect correctly. Using this model, we 

planned the body contribution of the DTMOS in low 

voltage analogcircuits (<0.6V).The small signal model 

for DTMOS device offered in this paper is for long 

channel. DTMOS can be considered to be one of the 

most capable devices for low power analog/RF circuits.  

6. A 24GHz CMOS VCO with DTMOS Technique: A 24 

GHz voltage-controlled oscillator considered in IBM 

90nm standard CMOS technology is presented. This 

VCO innovatively adopts Energetic Threshold MOSFET 

(DTMOS) structure in its cross-coupled pair transistors 

to attain larger trans conductance. Forward biasing of 

Body-Source junction advanceaugments overdrive 

voltage by minimizing threshold voltage. Tail current 

source is distant to achieve depleted supply voltage. 

Post-layout simulation shows power dissipation to be 

less than 2mW and phase noise to reach -102.8dBc/Hz at 

1MHz offset  

7. Analysis of Low Power, Area- Efficient and High Speed 

Fast Adder: Power, delay and area are the essential 

factors in VLSI design that limits the presentation of any 

circuit. This work presents a simple approach to reduce 

the area, delay and power of CSLA architecture. The 

conventional carry select adder has the disadvantage of 

more power consumption and occupying additional chip 

area. The planned SQRT CSLA using common Boolean 

logic has low power, less delay and condensed area than 

all the additional adder structures. It is also little bit 

faster than all the other adders. In this technique, the 

transistor count of projected SQRT CSLA is condensed 

having less area and low power which makes it simple 

and effective for VLSI hardware implementations. 

 

IV. SUB THRESHOLD ADIABATIC LOGIC-BASED 4-

BIT CLA 

    In this section, design and analysis of SAL-based 4-bit 

CLAare given to show the workability and the feasibility of 

theproposed logics. After verifying the logical functionality, 

weimplemented an SAL-based standard cell library, 

consisting ofcommon digital gates, such as buffer/inverter, 

two-input andthree-input functions, complex gates, and 

special gates likehalf and full adder, which are necessary to 

implement the 4-bitCLA. The digital gates of the library are 

developed at transistorlevel using ramp type supply voltage 

as discussed in theprevious section. Hence, 22-nm 

technology file is used in ourtransistor-level designs which 

guarantee the manufacturabilityof our designs under all 

normal conditions with favorableyields. In Fig. 2, structures 

of basic logic gates considering SAL aregiven. These 

structures resemble either the pull-up or the pulldownnetwork 

of the static conventional logic. For example, toimplement a 

NAND or a NOR gate, simply the pull-up networkcan be 

placed between the supply clock and the output 

loadcapacitors, whereas an AND or an OR gate can be 

implementedusing the pull-down network between the supply 

clock and theoutput load capacitors. In case of a NAND 

structure, for everyinput combination except A = B = 1, the 

output node voltagewill follow the supply clock closely, and 

we get a triangularoutput waveform. When A = B = 1 through 

parallel pMOS transistor, leakage currents will flow as the 

transistors willbehave almost as a constant current source. A 

very smallamount of charge will be stored across the load 

capacitor,i.e., instead of ground potential, very small voltage 

will bedropped across the output. The basic building block of 

4-bit CLA is given in Fig. 3,which is also very similar to the 

conventional structure.Hence, we implemented the sum (Si)in 

three stages to avoiddelay mismatching with the carry 

generation. In SAL-based4-bit CLA, every stage will be 

controlled by the supply clock.Like the conventional 

approach, the expression of the i th sum and the (i + 1)th 

carry output can be given as 

Si= Ai ⨁Bi⨁Ci                 (6) 

Ci+1= Ai Bi+ (Ai⨁Bi)Ci.                      (7) 

 

According to the synthesized gate level block, the SAL 

gatelevel structure of 4-bit CLA has been implemented 

usingVirtuoso(R) Schematic Composer. 

 
Fig 2. Logical structure of basic SAL logic gates. 

 
Fig 3. Logic structure of 4-bit CLA. 
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Fig 4. Layout of 4-bit SAL-based CLA. 

 

     The layout of the 4-bit CLA is also given in Fig.4. 

Specialcare must be taken during layout in case of routing, 

parasiticeffect, VDD, and clock rail. Design rule checking 

(DRC) andthe circuit structure extraction are performed on 

the layoutview of the adiabatic system. The view extracted 

from thelayout and the original schematic views are 

compared with thelayout versus schematic (LVS) tool 

simultaneously.  

 
Fig 5. Obtained output waveform of 4-bit CLA-based on 

SAL in postlayoutsimulation. 

  During thephysical layout design, we regularly run DRC 

and LVS check on the finished blocks. After the layout, we 

back annotatethe layout parasitic which were unaccounted for 

during theelectrical design and rerun the critical simulations 

to verifythe postlayout operation of the circuit. Therefore, the 

designflow that we presented does not significantly differ 

from whatthe designers are used to. Hence, the transistor 

count willbe almost half compared with the conventional 

CMOS logicdesign as in SAL basic logic gates have been 

implementedusing either the pull-up or the pull-down 

transistors. Therefore,the SAL-based CLA is also area 

efficient in comparison withthe conventional structure. 

Postlayout simulations have been carried out under ananalog 

design window to verify proper functionality. In 

thepostlayout output waveform, given in Fig.5, four 

sumoutputs, i.e., S0, S1, S2, and S3 along with the final 

carryoutput, C4, are given to show a better understanding 

andworkability of the proposed logic. Hence, the inputs 

andoutputs, i.e., A, B, and S are represented as, A = 

A3A2A1A0,B = B3B2B1B0, and S = S3S2S1S0, respectively.  

 
Fig 6. Comparison of power dissipation of a 4-bit CLA 

betweenconventional static logic and SAL. 

 

     Duringthesimulation, we set arbitraries A and B along 

with Cin.The values are A0= 01000, A1= 010101, A2= 

010000,A3= 010110, B0= 011001, B1= 001101, B2= 

001001,B3= 101101, and Cin= 000101. Initially, carry is set 

tologic 0, i.e., C0= 0. Later arbitrary logic levels are assigned 

forCin. For the first 10 μs, A = (0000)2 and B = (0001)2,which 

are (0)10 and (8)10 in the decimal system, respectively.Adding 

these A and B inputs, we get (8)10 or (1000)2 asoutputs. 

Therefore, for the first 10 μs, sum bits will be (1000)2.In 

other words, S== 0,S1= 0,S2= 0, and S3= 1. Thecarry output 

will be C4= 0, as no carry will be generated.If carry is 

generated it would be forwarded to the next stage,as given in 

Fig. 3. Output waveforms are triangular as thecharging and 

discharging of output nodes follow the supplyclock, ϕ(t), 

very closely. 

 

A. Power Gain 

     In Fig.6, we observe that the power dissipation ofSAL-

based 4-bit CLA or conventional static logic-based4-bit CLA 
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increases with the supply voltage. On the basisit can be said 

that the power dissipationdue to switching depends on the 

square of the supply voltage,VDD, in both the conventional 

approach and in SAL. Powerdissipation due to leakage will 

be a function of VDD also in thecase of both logic, yet it can 

be mentioned from that withincrease in supply voltage, 

power dissipations due to leakageaffect the conventional 

logic severely compared with SAL.Here, the conventional 

static CLA in Sub threshold regime consumes almost 2.3–2.6 

times the total power dissipated by theSAL-based counterpart 

for the 90–200-mV supply voltagerange. Therefore, in a full 

cycle of 2T s, the powergain (=power dissipation by 

conventional static logic/powerdissipation by SAL) will vary 

between 2.3 and 2.6, givenin Fig. 7. As optimum supply 

voltage for SAL is close to191 mV, power gain becomes 

maximum, i.e., 2.6 in this zone 

 

B. Effect of Temperature Variation in VoltageSwing and 

Power Dissipation 

     It should be noted that Sub threshold logic aims at low 

power consumption, which is usually constrained to a 

fewtens of Watts. In case of temperature variations, Sub 

threshold current will vary as it depends exponentially on 

temperature.Therefore, output node swing can be affected 

due to thetemperature variation. Fig. 8 shows the effect of 

temperatureon the output voltage of SAL-based 4-bit CLA. 

Here, we consider the final carry output node, C4 nodeof 

SAL-based 4-bit CLA, and measure the voltage levels 

fordifferent temperatures without changing the other 

parameterslike supply voltage and aspect ratios. From, it can 

bementioned that though the voltage drop across a pMOS 

under low input depends on temperature, under low 

frequency asthe width of the supply clock, i.e., T is much 

more, theeffect of temperature variation would not affect the 

voltagedrop so much. It has been seen that with the variation 

oftemperature from 253 K (−20 °C) to 353 K (80 °C), 

thevoltage degradation in the output nodes of SAL-based 

CLA isnot much (~5 mV). A simulated circuit can perform 

best inthe range of 293 K (20 °C)–313 K (53 °C). 

 

 
Fig 7. Power gain of SAL-based 4-bit CLA with respect to 

the conventional static logic counterpart. 

 
Fig8. Waveform of 4-bit CLA with varying temperatures. 

 

 
Fig 9. Power dissipation of SAL-based 4-bit CLA for 

different temperatures. 

     Fig. 9 shows that as we increase the temperature, 

powerdissipation increases almost linearly from 20 °C to 80 

°C.For a 50 °C temperature change, power dissipation 

increasesmore than five times compared with the power 

dissipationat 0 °C. Power dissipation due to switching 

changes dependslinearly on thermal voltage VT(=KT/q; T = 

temperature),given. Therefore, switching power dissipation 

increaseslinearly with rise in temperature.With increase in 

temperature, VDD/nPVT decreases, and as a result, 

exp(−VDD/nPVT)increases. In addition, the power dissipation 

due toleakage has a direct dependency with 

temperature.Therefore, it can be mentioned that rise in 

temperature wouldincrease both the switching and leakage 

power dissipations.However, it should be noted that the 

temperature rise becomesmore severe in terms of increased 

power dissipation in theconventional approach, detailed. 

Process variations are very important in sub threshold 

regime. Hence, ON/OFF current and variability are the main 

factors for Sub threshold operation. In postlayout 

simulationsfor different corners are considered with varying 

temperature.In SS corner for hot condition, leakage 

powerbecomes more and the circuit will have the highest 

probabilityof failing. At 80 °C, under Typical-typical 

(TT),SS, and Fast-fast (FF) corners almost 12.9, 13.3, 

and12.3-nW power dissipate, respectively. Whereas at 20 

°C,under TT, SS, and FF corners almost 12.2, 12.5, and11.8-

nW power dissipate, respectively.. Fluctuation of threshold 

voltage would not affectthe energy or power dissipation so 
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much because the energydissipation does not depend on 

threshold voltage directly,given. However, under a 200-mV 

supply voltage and a5-fF load in the output nodes, a 10% 

variation of thresholdvoltage introduces a 3%–5% change in 

the logic swing inthe output nodes. Power dissipation does 

not vary so much(remains within 5% variation). This showed 

even with processvariations, and we actually obtained proper 

waveforms and canclaim that the proposed design can work 

commercially andwould not affect the yield of the whole 

chip. 

V. SIMULATION 

 
Fig10. Simulation Results. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

     In this paper we have presented energy efficient adiabatic 

logic circuits in which power delay product is improved more 

than 50% compared with that of conventional CMOS 

circuits. The simulation result and comparative performance 

revealed that power dissipation in proposed logic are 

considerably lower than conventional CMOS logic. 

Previously adiabatic logic circuits use of diode which limit 

the direction of current. It is not only difficult to fabricate 

diodes in CMOS technology but also consume more power. 

In this circuit, input and output logic levels are approximately 

same so it can be used in building hierarchical circuits. 

Further, the proposed circuits have low power density on 

chip and thus it can be used in power aware high 

performance VLSI circuitry. 
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